Abstract
Introduction
Features of digital images easily spread and replicated have made worse image content infringing, tampering, forgery and other growing problem, the image content information security has become a problem to be solved lately. Digital watermarking is a technology embedded in the multimedia data having imperceptible, robust, resisting detectability and which contains digital coding technology of sensitive information authentication, mainly used for addressing the identification mark provided in digital media copyright protection problem [1] . As an emerging discipline, the digital watermarking in the communications, computer, cryptography has achieved a wide range of applications, which is an effective way to solve the above problems.
In 2002, M.N.Do and M. Vetteri [2, 3] , who proposed the outline wave-Contourlet transform, Contourlet transform is a real image two-dimensional representation, which provides a flexible multi-scale, local, directional the analytical method, and which can more fully demonstrate the geometric characteristics of the image itself. Contourlet transform will be applied once appeared in the field of digital watermarking, and made a series of studies [4, 5] . But smoothness of Contourlet transform basis functions is not ideal; spectrum aliasing exists in low-frequency sub-band, high-frequency sub-band and each directional sub band. In 2006, for some limitations A.L.Cunha improved Contourlet transform, and proposed a non-sampling Contourlet Transform (Non-subsampled Contourlet Transform, NSCT) [6] method, NSCT is a shift-invariant, multi-scale, multidirection super complete transformation [7] , compared with Contourlet transform, smooth and high NSCT basis functions has no spectral aliasing, and it has stronger direction selectivity.
For presence of confusion problem in Contourlet transform spectrum, this paper designed a fusion of non-sampling Contourlet transform watermark and constraints NMF algorithm based on a combination of image. Watermark information by NMF embedded into the image fusion among NSCT decomposition coefficients. Compared with the traditional NMF, constrained NMF has low computational complexity, good separation and unique decomposition. Simulation results show that the algorithm is more robust and larger embedding capacity.
Contourlet and NSCT
Contourlet transform, also known as pyramid directional filter bank (pyramidal directional filter bank, PDFB), is a multi-scale non-separated representation of the signal. PDFB first performed LP (Laplacian pyramid) transformation [8] and multi-scale analysis to capture the singular point in image; then the direction filter bank DFB (directional filter bank) will synthesize one coefficient using singular points distributed in the same direction, this structure makes Contourlet transform nonlinear approximation with optimum performance. PDFB and DFB filtering repeated on a rough image, so the image is decomposed into multi-scale directional sub-band. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the diagrams and scale orientation distribution of Contourlet transform image decomposition process.
Contourlet transform is a new extension of wavelet transforms, with the nature of multi-resolution, local location, multi-directional, and anisotropic sampling neighbor sector, its basis functions distributed in multi-scale and multi-direction, a small range of coefficient can effectively capture the image edge contour. However, as in the Contourlet transform, Laplace pyramid decomposition in bandwidth-dimensional separable biorthogonal filter banks are larger than π / 2, based on multi-rate theory, image has spectrum aliasing after filtered and then after every column interlaced. The following sample generates spectral confusion in Contourlet transform low-frequency sub-bands and high-frequency sub-bands. The direction of each directional sub-band filter bank is the result of the formation of the high frequency sub-band, there is also the spectrum aliasing.
Figure 1. Contourlet Transform Decomposition
In order to eliminate spectral aliasing of Contourlet transform and enhance its direction selectivity, [6] proposed a tower NSCT structure by the decomposition without downsample(NSP) and non-subsample directional filter bank (NSDFB), its structure shown in Fig.3 . NSDFB is an equivalent translocation relation to remove formation after the DFB in the next sampling operation. Since the NSP and NSDFB without down-sample operation, so NSCT with translation invariance. Since there is no link in the tower sampling decomposition process, even if the filter bandwidth is greater than π / 2, its low frequency sub-band spectrum would not be confused with the phenomenon. 
NMF
Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) was proposed by Lee and Seung [9] in 1999 in Nature, and proved the convergence of the algorithm in 2000. After all components decomposition with non-negative value, the pure additive claim description, and while the nonlinear dimensionality reduction defined as follows:
Definition: an M-dimensional vector v after N times random observations,
, which requires the existence of non-negative base matrix
and coefficients matrix 
In order to get good separation performance and the only results of W and H, this paper will be bound by the determinant criterion for H sparse and relevance constraints to balance the reconstruction error, the uniqueness of the mixing matrix W, the coefficient matrix H sparse and correlation, this paper uses the literature [11] 
Where  is a small normal ripening to prevent the denominator is zero. After each iteration step the negative elements of W and H are set to zero, and is used for the column vectors of W normalization of iterations until less than a preset threshold, the convergence of the algorithm is considered, only W and H obtained at this time.
Watermarking Algorithm

Embedding Watermark
This designed algorithm for the carrier image I, size is MM
is generated by a user key U and obey the pseudo-random sequence. Embedding flowchart shown in Figure 4 . The core watermark embedding algorithm programmed shown as follows:
Specific embedded steps as follows: (1) Ooriginal image I 0 is in NSCT transform, the low-pass I J and band-pass subpicture
, where j represents LP decomposition at the j-th stage, k represents DFB directional sub-band decomposition of l j at the k-th stage; (2) Low-pass one-dimensional sub-picture I J , in combination with the watermark sequence into Figure 4 .
Figure 4. Flow Chart Watermarked Embedding Algorithm
Watermark Extraction
Watermark extraction process is the reverse process of the watermark embedding process, watermark embedding algorithm core programming as follows: % NSCT decomposition parameters nlevels = [0, 1, 3];% decomposition series pfilter = 'maxflat';% pyramid filter parameters dfilter = 'dmaxflat7';% directional filter parameters coeffs = nsctdec (double (imrec), nlevels, dfilter, pfilter);% NSCT decomposition lowcoeffs = coeffs {1};% extract low frequency sub-band coefficients pn = 123456;% user key rand ('seed,' pn) WM = rand (256,256); % original watermark sequences generated rou = (sum (lowcoeffs. * (WM))) / (256 * 256);% rou correlation values for the detection of the watermark Watermark extraction process is described below in detail: ( 
Simulation Test
Robustness Analysis
MATLAB7.0 was used in algorithm simulation software platform, the carrier image was selected gray scale image 256×256, the user key generated a random watermark sequences. Original image and watermarked images are shown in Figure 5 Tables 1 and 2. Superior performance under attack from Table 1 compared with  the algorithm  LATESTRNDDIST_1.1, AFFINE_2 , NOISE_20, Sharp and [12] , the performance in the rest of the attack is also more stable, while [12] is not given in JPEG40, experimental results PSNR_50, SS_2 under attacks. From Table 2 , except in the strength of the algorithm under attack twisted corrugated performance slightly below 500 [13] , the performance of the rest of the attack is higher than [12, 13] , results show that this algorithm has a strong anti-local nonlinear geometric attacks [14, 15] . 
Security Analysis
This designed security of the algorithm depends on the user key U; different users will use key U i to generate a different watermark sequences, the subscript I represents different users. To verify the security of the algorithm, the 1000 user keys were randomly generated by generation 1000 groups of watermark sequences. Similarity between the random user keys U i and the original extraction watermark shown in Figure 7 . In Figure 7 , the horizontal axis is randomly generated 1000 groups of independent pseudo-random binary sequence, the vertical axis is the NC value, to facilitate the comparison group setting 500th original user key. Respectively, using the pseudo-random sequence and a user key k watermark extraction, the decision threshold T = 0.76, the proposed method can be seen to be sensitive to the user key. 
Conclusions
This paper attempts to combine non-sample Contourlet transform with constraint NMF into the field of digital watermarking, using low-frequency sub-band coefficients NMF in image NSCT decomposition to achieve integration embedded watermark information. NMF constraint reduces the amount of computation, decomposition is unique. Experimental results show that the algorithm is invisible watermark in ensuring the premise, with a larger embedding capacity and robustness. In future work, to further improve the NMF constraints, making the watermarking algorithm better balance between invisibility and robustness. Also further analysis is needed for algorithm in a larger-scale attack strength and robustness.
